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Future World Fund Q&A
Investing for the world you want to live in 

WHAT IS THE FUTURE WORLD FUND (FWF)? 

The FWF is a global equities fund that targets better risk-adjusted returns than a traditional index strategy. It also 

incorporates a climate ‘tilt’ to address the investment risks associated with climate change, and seeks to raise the 

standards of companies that are critical to the transition to a low-carbon economy.

HOW DOES IT ACHIEVE ITS OBJECTIVES?

The Fund has three key elements: 

• First, the Fund tracks an alternatively-weighted index that weights the constituents according to certain ‘factors’, rather 

than only according to their size as with a traditional market-capitalisation weighted index. These alternative weights 

or ‘tilts’ – value, low volatility, quality and size – may provide the potential for improved risk-adjusted returns.

• The Fund also applies a climate tilt, with higher exposure to companies generating revenue from low carbon 

opportunities, and lower exposure to companies with worse-than-average carbon emissions and fossil fuel assets 

relative to their sector.

• Finally, through Legal & General Investment Management’s (LGIM’s) Climate Impact Pledge, we work directly with the 

companies in which we invest, to bring about positive change. We set minimum criteria for strategy, governance and 

transparency, and companies which don’t meet these criteria risk being excluded from the Fund after an engagement period.

WHY SHOULD I BUY THE FUND?

• A cost-effective vehicle targeting better risk-adjusted returns: The Fund offers investors an opportunity to gain 

exposure to a diversified portfolio of global equities that exhibit ̀ factor’ characteristics. Research has shown that these 

can improve investment outcomes over the long term. The Fund achieves this through a passive vehicle that tracks 

a rules-based, transparent index.

• Robust climate and carbon screening: The Fund uses a multi-layered approach to address the investment risks 

associated with climate change, which are increasingly recognised as a long-term financial risk by investors seeking 

to meet their obligations. It offers access to the opportunities created by the transition to a low carbon economy. The 

Fund also leverages LGIM’s scale to engage directly with companies and encourage them to raise their standards.

• Combines two powerful market drivers in one innovative vehicle: Factor-based investing and ESG (environmental, 

social and governance) continue to change the way investment decisions are framed. The Future World Fund offers an 

innovative way for investors to combine these two pillars, benefiting from LGIM’s expertise in factor-based investing, 

ESG and index portfolio management.
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The Fund also excludes companies involved in the production of weapons prohibited under international treaties, such 

as cluster munitions and anti-personnel landmines. Under international law, these weapons are prohibited for countries 

that have ratified the relevant conventions. Alongside many other nations, the UK has ratified the 2008 Convention on 

Cluster Munitions and the 1997 Anti-Personnel Landmines Treaty. However, there remain certain states that have not done 

so, and as a result it is still legal for some companies to produce these weapons. The Fund excludes these companies. 

WHO IS THE FWF INTENDED FOR?

The Fund is designed as a core, long-term equity holding for DC and DB schemes. Pension schemes with a significant 

allocation to equities, or an equity default fund, are therefore the target audience for this Fund. 

Schemes with a long investment time horizon (five years or more) are likely to find the Fund of particular interest. An 

example would be DC schemes with a younger member demographic, who are likely to be more engaged with ESG themes. 

WHY WOULD CLIENTS BE INTERESTED IN THE FWF?

Traditionally, market-capitalisation weighted index investing ticked the right boxes for long-term investors. However, 

while index funds avoid the additional risks that come from active fund management, they also miss out on the potential 

for better risk-adjusted returns. 

At LGIM, we have been running funds against alternatively weighted indices for over a decade. These combine the cost 

effectiveness of index funds with the opportunity to enhance returns relative to a traditional index strategy, but without 

excessive risk. The Future World Fund builds on this expertise.

Climate change is increasingly recognised as a long-term financial risk. Many pension schemes are therefore developing 

their own climate policies and are in search of funds that are more aligned with their investment beliefs. 

The FWF has been designed to address both of these challenges – the potential for enhanced returns without excessive 

risk, and management of the long-term impact of climate change. 

HOW DOES THE MULTI-FACTOR ELEMENT OF THE FUND WORK?

Academic research has shown that ‘tilting’ a traditional market-cap weighted index with the following four core factors 

can add value over the long term:

• Value: Stocks that are trading at a discount to their fair value based on company financial data

• Low volatility: Stocks that have exhibited less risk, with more stable prices, over time

• Quality: Stocks with strong, sustainable returns characterised by high profitability and low debt levels

• Size: The factor which includes companies that rank lowest in terms of their full market capitalisation

LGIM has worked with FTSE-Russell to create a new index which provides a balanced exposure to these four factors. 

It does so by tilting the All World (ex-Controversial Weapons) index using a rules-based approach, diversified across 

stocks, sectors and regions. This index is called the FTSE All World ex CW Balanced Factor Index.
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WHAT ABOUT THE CLIMATE TILT?

The Future World Fund tracks an index that aims to increase exposure to companies that are better positioned to take 

advantage of the long-term transition towards a low-carbon economy, in addition to the factor tilts listed above. This 

index is called the Climate Balanced Factor Index (‘the Index’).

Since climate change may impact energy supply and demand over the long term (which may influence investor decisions), 

the Index seeks to benefit from this shift by using a quantitative ‘climate tilt’. This reduces exposure to companies with 

worse-than-average carbon emissions and fossil fuel assets within their sector, while increasing exposure to those which 

are successfully generating revenue from the green transition. In doing so, the Index can provide a similar risk-return 

profile to the underlying multi-factor index, while capturing the energy transition successfully.  

WHY SHOULD I BE WORRIED ABOUT CLIMATE CHANGE?

Climate change has two main financial implications. First, continued warming of the planet, without intervention, could 

lead to extreme weather changes that could negatively impact companies’ operations and the wider economy. This 

could have a significant impact on future investment returns. The world we retire in may look very different to the one 

we live in today.  Investors have an important role to play in defining our future.

Second, the global drive to curb emission levels, combined with technological advances in new and more efficient energy 

generation, mean that future demand for commodities like coal, oil and gas could be different to current assumptions. 

Companies that rely heavily on high energy consumption could see their profit margins squeezed by increasing taxes 

and disincentives. The valuation of companies in energy intensive sectors could therefore be affected, impacting 

investment returns for investors.  

HOW DOES THE CLIMATE TILT WORK IN PRACTICE?

The aim of the tilt is to capture the transition towards a lower-carbon economy over time. It does so using three rules:

1. Carbon reserves

• Pure coal mining stocks are excluded, while diversified mining companies that extract coal have their weight reduced 

by 75%

• The Index reduces exposure to oil and gas companies which own more oil reserves than the industry average. It also 

cuts the overall exposure to the oil and gas sector by a quarter

2. Carbon emissions

The Index ranks all the constituents according to their ‘carbon intensity’ (their carbon emissions from direct operations 

and bought energy). It then ‘tilts’ exposure within each sector to give a higher weighting to companies that are more 

energy efficient. A steel producer that uses more energy per unit of revenue would be reduced relative to a more energy-

efficient peer, for example. Exposure to the sector itself doesn’t change, but the weighting to each company within it does.

3. Green revenues

The Index increases exposure to companies which are generating revenue from renewable sources (e.g. solar), energy 

efficiency (e.g. smart meters) and environmental solutions (e.g. flood defences). The tilt is in proportion to the green 

revenue. For example, if a company has 10% green revenues, the index holds 10% more in that company.

Overall, these three tilts help to significantly reduce carbon exposure and increase green opportunities, but the risk and 

return characteristics of the Index remain broadly the same. This approach sends a very strong signal to companies of 

the importance of energy transition.
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WHAT IS THE CLIMATE IMPACT PLEDGE AND HOW DOES IT AFFECT THE FUND?

LGIM commits to engage with the world’s largest companies that will need to adapt their business models and drive 

innovation in order to meet global climate change goals. We commit to encourage and accelerate the transition to a 

low-carbon economy for the long-term benefit of all companies and their investors.  

LGIM has always engaged with companies in all sectors, but the Climate Impact Pledge takes our engagement one 

step further. We target companies in the sectors we believe will have the most impact on the transition to a low-carbon 

economy, to ensure our engagement has real consequences. We have initially identified six key sectors – oil and gas, 

mining, utilities, automobiles, financials (banks and insurance) and food retail/producers. The largest companies in 

these sectors are ranked based on a scoring methodology incorporating criteria such as transparency, innovation, public 

policy, board governance and reputation. For example, a company that associates with trade bodies that lobby against 

the low-carbon transition might be marked down on its approach to public policy.

The companies with the lowest rank become candidates for exclusion from the Fund at the next semi-annual review 

date, following an engagement period (initially 12 months). The threat of exclusion during this period can be used to 

drive better company behaviour. LGIM will publish on a semi-annual basis the list of companies that have been excluded.

LGIM has identified 84 key companies ahead of the launch of the Fund, but the number of companies – and the choice 

of sectors – may change over time, with input from the Fund’s advisory board (see below).

In all other funds where we cannot divest, we will vote against the chair of the board of companies that have not met 

our criteria, to ensure we are using one voice across all of our holdings.

HOW DOES THE DIVESTMENT PROCESS WORK IN TERMS OF THE TRACKING BUDGET?

The Fund has a limited tracking error budget to implement its divestment strategy. If a low-scoring company fails to 

respond adequately during the engagement period, it will be added to the divestment list. Stocks will be divested up to a 

maximum tracking error budget of 0.30% per annum. Where it is deemed appropriate, stocks are removed (or reinstated) 

at the next semi-annual review date. The remaining stocks will be rebalanced to stay sector and country neutral.

HOW WILL YOU COMMUNICATE THE FUND’S KEY THEMES TO MEMBERS?

One of LGIM’s objectives in designing the Future World Fund was to improve members’ engagement with their pensions 

by communicating our approach to ESG issues.

We will produce a semi-annual newsletter called ‘Cause & Effect’, which can be distributed to the members of DC 

pension schemes which choose to invest in the Future World Fund. The newsletter discusses LGIM’s broad approach to 

topical issues such as boardroom diversity and the campaign for sustainable palm oil production. This demonstrates 

to members that our engagement is having a real impact on the companies in which their pensions are invested, on 

the issues that matter to them.

The newsletter also updates members on which shareholdings have been sold because they failed to meet the Future 

World Fund’s standards.

WHO MANAGES THE FUND?

The Future World Fund is managed by LGIM’s experienced Index team.  LGIM is one of the largest global providers of 

index funds, with over £300bn* assets under management (AUM), and expertise in factor-based investing across 20 

different strategies and £25bn* of AUM. LGIM is therefore well placed to offer clients a solution of this type.

The Climate Impact Pledge is managed by our corporate governance team. LGIM has long-standing leadership on ESG 

issues. As one of the largest institutional asset managers in Europe, we use our scale to ensure companies are addressing 

the transition to a low-carbon economy and have in place strategies for long-term success.

* as at 30 June 2016
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WHAT KIND OF PERFORMANCE WOULD THE FUND HAVE DELIVERED?  

FTSE-Russell has back-tested the performance of the Index over time. The analysis found that the FTSE All-World ex 

CW Balanced Factor Index returned 9.59% per annum between September 2001 and March 2016, compared with 7.05% 

per annum for the FTSE All-World Index. This outperformance was achieved with lower volatility of 14.79% compared 

with 16.29% for the All World Index.

FTSE Russell has also modelled the performance of the Climate Balanced Factor Index (adding the climate tilt to the FTSE 

All-World ex CW Balanced Factor Index) from 31 March 2012 to 31 March 2016. It found that it had also provided additional 

outperformance over that period. The decline in commodity prices since 2014 has contributed to the outperformance. 

Past performance is clearly not a guide to future performance.

Fig 1. Total return performance relative to FTSE All World Index

Source: FTSE Russell
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Fig 2. The Climate Balanced Factor Index against Balanced Factor Index

Source: FTSE Russell
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WHAT ARE THE RISKS TO PERFORMANCE?

Our philosophy in developing the Fund’s strategy has been to gain factor exposure and to improve its climate profile, 

while maintaining appropriate levels of diversification. However, we would note the following possible risks that could 

lead to underperformance relative to a market capitalisation-based global equity index (e.g. FTSE All World Index):

• Deviations from the market-cap index in terms of stocks, industries and countries may cause underperformance on 

a relative basis

• For the climate component, one of the key risks is a rise in the price of oil, which would benefit stocks less represented 

in the Index

• While historically the factors chosen (value, quality, low volatility and small size) have demonstrated good performance 

and relatively low correlations, these characteristics could change in future, which would reduce diversification and 

potentially increase risk

• The valuations of high-carbon companies are not just affected by climate polices, but also broader government 

policies on energy security, domestic employment, health, subsidies and wider geopolitics

• If big carbon polluters, such as China and the US, fail to address carbon reduction targets and continue to support fossil 

fuels at the expense of low carbon technologies, the climate tilt could be a cause for underperformance. Looking at the 

growing support for renewables in such markets and the expected health benefits, however, we expect governments 

will continue to support carbon-reduction goals and promote cleaner and more efficient energy over time.

HOW WILL YOU ENSURE THE FUND MEETS THE CHANGING NEEDS OF CLIENTS?

The Fund has an advisory board that will provide oversight, ensuring it keeps pace with the changing market dynamics 

for both multi-factor investing and best practice in corporate governance. The board consists of LGIM’s CEO, Head of 

Investment and Head of Sustainability and Responsible Investment Strategy as well as three independent members, 

selected for their knowledge and expertise. 

WHAT IS THE STRUCTURE OF THE FUND?  

For pension funds, investment into the Fund will be through Legal and General Assurance (Pensions Management) 

Limited (PMC). We will investigate other structures as we develop the Future World Fund and as demand grows.

WHAT IS THE FUND’S FEE STRUCTURE?

The Fund has total fee of between 0.275% and 0.350% depending on the size of the investment. This includes fees for 

investment management, custody and administration and an index licence fee paid to FTSE-Russell. 

IS THERE A COST ASSOCIATED WITH MOVING FROM A STANDARD INDEX TO THE FWF?

There will be a cost associated with the transition from a standard market-capitalisation weighted index. LGIM’s Transition 

team will manage the switch of HSBC’s DC default fund to the new mandate, due to the volume of trading required.  

We believe the cost is small compared to the long-term benefits of the Fund, such as the potential for improved risk-

adjusted returns and protection from climate change risks.

WILL THE FUND GIVE RISE TO ANY LIQUIDITY OR TURNOVER ISSUES? 

The Index is designed to ensure that turnover and liquidity are manageable. Its weighting towards the small size factor 

has been reduced versus FTSE-Russell’s standard methodology, but this was done to ensure that the portfolio had 

sufficient exposure to larger, more well-known stocks, and balanced exposure to the four factors, rather than because 

of any liquidity concerns relating to smaller companies.
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IS THE FUND HEDGED?

The Fund is available with currency unhedged or currency hedged to GBP. In the currency hedged fund, the developed 

markets will be hedged to GBP. Emerging markets will not be currency hedged. The fee for the GBP hedged fund is 

0.025% higher than the unhedged Fund. 

WILL THERE BE DIFFERENT VERSIONS OF THE FWF?

LGIM intends to build a range of Future Funds that can be tailored to the specific needs of our clients. Further details of 

the range will be announced in due course.

DOES LEGAL & GENERAL INTEND TO ADOPT THE FWF AS THE DEFAULT FUND FOR ITS OWN PENSION SCHEME, 

AS HSBC HAS DONE?

Legal & General staff will be able to access the Future World Fund through their pension scheme, as one of over 100 

funds on the workplace DC platform.

WILL LEGAL & GENERAL INVEST ITS OWN MONEY?

Legal & General will also be investing some of its own capital in the Future World Fund strategy.
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Important Information 

This document is designed for the use of professional investors and their advisers. No responsibility can be accepted by Legal & General 
Investment Management Limited or contributors as a result of information contained in this publication. Specific advice should be taken 
when dealing with specific situations. The views expressed here are not necessarily those of Legal & General Investment Management 
Limited and Legal & General Investment Management Limited may or may not have acted upon them. Past performance is not a guide 
to future performance. The value of any investment and any income taken from it is not guaranteed and may down as well as up. This 
document may not be used for the purposes of an offer or solicitation to anyone in any jurisdiction in which such offer or solicitation is not 
authorised or to any person to whom it is unlawful to make such offer or solicitation. 

© 2016 Legal & General Investment Management Limited. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted 
in any form or by any means, including photocopying and recording, without the written permission of the publishers. 

Legal & General Investment Management Ltd, One Coleman Street, London, EC2R 5AA 

Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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For further information, please visit the website: www.lgim.com/futureworldfund


